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NEW QUESTION: 1
A project is struggling because the sponsor continually has to
increase funding which may cause the project to get cancelled.
This could have been avoided by using:
A. Change control.
B. AWBS.
C. Fixed costs.
D. Quality metrics.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
An attacker attempted to compromise a web form by inserting the
following input into the username field: admin)(|(password=*))
Which of the following types of attacks was attempted?
A. Cross-site scripting
B. Command injection

C. LDAP injection
D. SQL injection
Answer: C
Explanation:
LDAP Injection is an attack used to exploit web based
applications that construct LDAP statements based on user
input. When an application fails to properly sanitize user
input, it's possible to modify LDAP statements using a local
proxy. This could result in the execution of arbitrary commands
such as granting permissions to unauthorized queries, and
content modification inside the LDAP tree. The same advanced
exploitation techniques available in SQL Injection can be
similarly applied in LDAP Injection.
In a page with a user search form, the following code is
responsible to catch input value and generate a LDAP query that
will be used in LDAP database.
&lt; input type="text" size=20 name="userName"&gt;Insert the
username&lt;/input&gt; The LDAP query is narrowed down for
performance and the underlying code for this function might be
the following:
String ldapSearchQuery = "(cn=" + $userName + ")";
System.out.println(ldapSearchQuery);
If the variable $userName is not validated, it could be
possible accomplish LDAP injection, as follows:
If a user puts "*" on box search, the system may return all the
usernames on the LDAP base If a user puts "jonys) (| (password
= * ) )", it will generate the code bellow revealing jonys'
password ( cn = jonys ) ( | (password = * ) )

NEW QUESTION: 3
An application developer has changed the Java XOM. The
developer then tries to update the BOM but no differences
appear.
What are two reasons this could happen? (Select two.)
A. A member in the Java XOM was deleted.
B. A @NotBusiness annotation was added to a member of the Java
XOM.
C. Only the content of a method(s) in the Java XOM were
changed.
D. An additional optional parameter was added to a method{s) in
the Java XOM.
E. A member in the Java XOM was annotated as Deprecated.
Answer: A,C
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